Plate Glass Carriage 496

The perfect device for construction sites

Main features:
- For any glass size between 250 and 500 cm, including insulated glass
- Extendable lengthwise / telescopically retractable
- Dismountable for transport
- Ideally suited for heavy and wide (deep) elements, but also for large and small elements
- Very versatile and adaptable
Description:
- Adjustable between 250 and 400 cm
- Dismountable for transport
- Two carriers that can be steered independently from each other and feature elevated guiding bars
- Dismountable guiding bars
- Smooth running and excellent manoeuvrability (steering angle of up to 45°)
- 4 off roller beared solid rubber wheels
  200 mm diameter - approx. tire width of 50 mm
- Load capacity: 400 kg
- 2 removable support bars: approx. 180 cm tall
- Glass support on each carrier:
  approx. 350 mm long / approx. 40 mm wide
  approx. 110 mm above the ground
- Total weigh: approx. 50 kg
- Colour: yellow

Item-no.:
496 without Support Suction Cups
496-375 with 4 Support Suction Cups

Required accessories:

Retaining suction cups:
4 pieces necessary
Item-no.: 375